
Task Dynamics



Articulatory Phonology 

• How is phonological structure implicit in the patterns 
of articulatory movement?

• How can this be done in a way that integrates 
cognitive and physical aspects of the system?



Phonological Units (Gestures) as Dynamical 
Systems

• Parameters governing dynamical system are set ny 
phonological contrasts and are time-invariant, but the 
system lawfully produces time-varying state.

• Change in state is continuous, but change in system (to a 
new gesture) is discrete.

• System is context independent, but gives rise to context-
dependent trajectories of the state variable, as a function of 
initial conditions and other concurrent gestures.

• Dynamical systems have equilibrium states or attractors that 
can insatiate cognitive concept of discrete goal: trajectories 
move to the attractor state regardless of initial conditions.



Components

• Contrast Dynamics

• Prosodic Dynamics

• Planning Dynamics
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Contrast Dynamics



Theoretical Zeitgeist
• Cognition is continuous with the physical world and 

can also be modeled as differential equations.
(Grossberg,1968;  Amari, 1977; Arbib).

• Brain circuits that serve cognition reflect (“represent”) 
the structure of the environment.
• “functional” sensory and motor surfaces

• Hubel-Wiesel (1964) object orientation

• Georgopoulos et al (1986) direction and magnitude of intended 
movement

• Goldman-Rakic (1987) structure of memory

• Animal movement is a hierarchical process in which 
higher-level goals are achieved as synergy of lower-level 
components by means of setting equilibria of dynamical 
systems 
(Bernstein, 1947; Turvey, 1977; Saltzman, 1979; Kelso & Tuller, 1985)



Task-Dynamical system for producing 
lip closure

• Rule for change: 

• mass-spring dynamics with critical damping:

• State (x) corresponds to metric properties of 
phonological tasks that embody linguistic contrasts  

• Distance between the lips: Lip Aperture (LA)

• What should the goal state be for lip closures? 

• m is always = 1 (tasks don’t have mass)
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Georgopoulos et al. (1986) found motor cortex cell populations that fire depending of the 

direction of reaching an animal performs. These results pointed to the degree that the structure 

of brain circuits that serve cognitive and movement tasks actually reflect the structure of the 

outside world. This then newly discovered parity of brain and world made it at least possible 

that something as cognitive as phonology could be related to the physiological system in the 

world that actually realizes it, articulation, making it possible to think of an articulatory 

phonology at all. The third development is the realization by Bernstein (1947), and later by 

Greene et al. (1972), as well as Turvey (1977) that animal movement is a hierarchical process 

where a higher-order goal is accomplished through the synergy of effectors, and that this can 

be studied using a dynamical systems approach in which the goals are equilibria that the system 

converges to, independently of the initial conditions or perturbations to its trajectory. 

(Saltzman, 1979; Fowler et al., 1980; Ostry & Munhall, 1985). And it is this hierarchical 

dynamical approach to movement that allows the integration of an abstract movement goal (for 

example, lip closure) and the synergy of effectors implementing the movement towards the 

goal (for example, upper and lower lip, jaw) into a single description. There are two main parts 

to Task Dynamics, which will be discussed in turn, each with its extensions since 1989. The 

first part is the dynamical behavior of tasks, and the second is how task changes organize 

articulator changes.  

 As discussed in detail in Appendix A, Task Dynamics proposes that a word consists of 

several task variables, called gestures, most describing a Constriction Location or Constriction 

Degree goal for a particular vocal organ (e.g., tongue tip constriction location/degree or glottal 

aperture), with each gesture being described mathematically by a critically damped second-

order dynamical linear system. The contrastive units of phonology are therefore defined with 

reference to spatio-temporal parameters. The constants of these dynamical systems are for one, 

the target, which specifies the constriction location or degree of a task/linguistic goal, and 

secondly, the stiffness which specifies how fast the equilibrium value/goal is achieved. It is in 

these constant values that speech sounds contrast, as both parameter values are set by the 

phonological system of the language. For instance, target constants for Lip Aperture (LA) for 

a labial stop and a labial fricative will be different, and stiffness values for consonants and 

vowels will be different, as the goals for the former are achieved faster.3 The solution to the 

differential equation for the task variable is then the phonetic task change, for instance the 

change in LA as a stop is approached in /ap/. The central equation of Task Dynamics, for an 

LA gesture as an example, can be written as:  

(1) LAtt + 2LAt + k (LA – LA0) = 0, 

where LAtt is the acceleration, LAt is the velocity, LA the current value of lip aperture, and 

LA0 the goal (equilibrium position). The coefficient of velocity is 2, as that insures critical 

damping, as explained in Appendix A. 

This equation relates the acceleration, velocity, and current value of LA with the constants k 

and LA0 for the particular vowel or constant and in this way integrates phonological constants 

and time-varying phonetic change of tasks into one description: The constants of the equation 

                                                
3 Prosodic variation has sometimes also been linked to the stiffness parameter (see Section 4). 

for settling time = 1



Cognitive and Physical

• The parameter specifications of the system are linguistic.
• Invariant over lifetime of system
• Invariant over contexts. 

• x and its derivatives are continuously changing state 
variables.

• The are both inextricable parts of a single equation, or law.
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Articulatory Synergy Representation:
Task Dynamics

10

• Performance of any skilled motor task requires cooperation of several 
independently moveable body parts, or articulators.

• e.g., reaching for an object on a table

• There is large (possibly infinite) set of articulator postures that will 
achieve the task. This is sometimes called redundancy. 

• When we learn to perform a task, we learn a pattern of dependency 
among the articulators specific to the task. This is called a synergy or a 
coordinative structure or more recently,  a control law.

• The synergy allows the task to be performed in different ways

•  in different environmental contexts. 

•  by different actors 

Saltzman, E., Kelso, J. A. S. (1987)
Skilled Actions: A Task-Dynamic Approach
Psychological Review, Vol. 94 (1) pp. 84-106

Saltzman, E., & Munhall, K. G. (1989)
A Dynamical Approach to Gestural Patterning in 
Speech Production
Ecological Psychology, Vol. 1 (4) pp. 333-382



Task space for gestures

• Task dynamics and phonology:

• Gestures are motor tasks performed by a set of articulators to achieve a 
goal.

• Define dynamics at the level of the task: 
Dynamical system produces time-varying changes in the task variable that 
is then distributed across a set of articulators in a context-dependent way.

• In what space are the tasks of gestures specified?

• Auditory properties

• Acoustic properties 

• Aerodynamic properties

• Vocal tract constrictions

11

Different gestures may have different task spaces



Motivation for constriction tasks
(1) Major determinant of acoustic properties (formants)

(2)  Utility:  
Task dynamic model needs to know the forward map: 
q is a vector of articulators;  x is a vector of task variables):

• And also the Jacobean:

• Given the simplified articulatory model (ASY), these can be 
calculated analytically from the geometry. 

(3) Locality
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Section 2 will serve to explain our methodology, includ-
ing a formal description of direct and di!erential kinematics
in Section 2.1, the creation of our data sets in Sections 2.2
and 2.3, as well as a review of ANNs and LWR in Sections
2.4 and 2.5. An explanation of our model optimization pro-
cedure is in Section 2.6 and an overview of our experiments
for evaluation is in Section 2.7. In Section 3, we provide the
results of our experiments: Section 3.1 provides the results
on two synthetic data sets in terms of accuracies in estimat-
ing direct and di!erential kinematic relationships, while Sec-
tion 3.2 provides direct kinematic accuracies on a real
speech data set. In Section 4, we discuss the performance
of ANNs and LWR, and in Section 5, we present our con-
cluding remarks and remaining challenges for this line of
work.

2. Methods

Broadly stated, our methodology involves the genera-
tion of two large corpora of parallel articulator and task
vectors using an articulatory model of the vocal tract. We
then employ both ANNs and LWR to estimate the direct
and di!erential kinematics of this model from the data.
Parameter tuning was done by examining accuracy of the
direct kinematic estimation on a development set of held-
out data. Evaluation was then performed by examining
accuracy of both the direct and di!erential kinematics on
a heldout test set. In this section, we provide detail about
the theory and implementation of our methods, as well as
the specific rationale for our choices.

We would like to be especially clear regarding the moti-
vation for using synthetic data, given that this study is ulti-
mately aimed at developing methods which can be used on
real data. Indeed, we intend to apply these methods to real
data, which we discuss in our concluding remarks (see Sec-
tion 5). The use of synthetic data is driven by the need to
evaluate the di!erential kinematic estimates. These cannot
be evaluated on real data since the relevant relationships
are not directly observable, in contrast to direct kinematics
which can be precisely measured and for which the accu-
racy can be evaluated by calculating the residual error in
task space. For synthetic data, on the other hand, the dif-
ferential kinematics are known a priori and can be used as a
standard for evaluation.

With this in mind, we also develop and demonstrate
methods for parameter tuning (i.e., model selection) and
model training that do not depend on knowing the di!eren-
tial kinematics, and therefore can be performed on real
speech data where knowledge of these aspects is not avail-
able. We also wish to emphasize that deriving estimates of
the direct and di!erential kinematics in the way we demon-
strate is completely repeatable on real articulatory data.

2.1. Direct and di!erential kinematics

Given a vector q, representing n low-level articulator
variables of the system, and a vector x, representing m

high-level task variables of the system, the relationship
between them is commonly expressed by the direct kine-
matics equation, of the form:

x ! k"q# "1#

where the function k"$# represents the forward map which
is assumed to be complex and nonlinear. It is the forward
map that we are attempting to learn from a representative
corpus of parallel example pairs of q and x.

We are particularly interested in modeling k"$# so as to
facilitate derivation of the Jacobian matrix:

J"q# !
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The Jacobian is a compact representation of knowledge
regarding the posture-specific 1st-order partial derivatives
of tasks with respect to articulators. It allows us to write
the di!erential kinematics equation, which relates articula-
tor velocities and task velocities in the following way:

_x ! J"q# _q "3#

Note that this equation expresses the relationship
between _q and _x as a linear transformation. This kind of
approximation allows for such an elegant mathematical
formulation of the kinematics. It also highlights why
locally-linear methods, such as LWR, are appropriate for
estimating kinematic relationships.

It is possible that further approximations, if appropri-
ate, may allow additional simplification of the mathemat-
ics. In certain applications (e.g., Cootes et al., 2001), it is
appropriate to assume that the di!erential kinematics are
globally constant. This means that the Jacobian is no
longer a function of the pose (i.e., J"q# % J and _x ! J _q).
We do not believe that this approximation is appropriate
for the speech production system, but future work may
help determine this (see Section 5).

As mentioned above (see Section 1), an understanding
of di!erential kinematics allows one to address fundamen-
tal issues of system characterization. Indeed, the Jacobian
is one of the most useful tools for characterizing systems.
For example, postural singularities can easily be identified
by examining the rank of the Jacobian. If it is rank-defi-
cient, then there is a singularity at the current posture. Sim-
ilarly, an examination of the range and null of the Jacobian
provides a formal analysis of articulatory redundancy. The
Jacobian also represents su"cient information about the
kinematics to apply the Uncontrolled Manifold Method.

2.2. Kinematic model

The model we utilize in generating our data is the TAsk
Dynamic Application (TADA) (Nam et al., 2004; Nam,
2006), an implementation of the Task Dynamic model of
articulatory control and coordination (Saltzman, 1989).
The specific articulatory model at the core of TADA is
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Locality of constriction tasks

• Constrictions produced by effectors are local are local within 
the vocal tract.

• Because the actions of constricting organs are partially 
independent of one another, multiple constrictions can be co-
produced (overlapped in time) with minimal interaction, 
resulting in parallel transmission of information units(Liberman 
et al., 1967). 

• In contrast, the acoustic properties of the vocal tract are global, 
they are dependent on all the constrictions that are active.
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/piˈtip/ /paˈtap/ /puˈtup/



Hypothesis of Original TD:  
Tasks are constrictions of 5 effector 

Task Articulators

14

ASY: Articulatory Synthesizer

Rubin, Baer & Mermelstein (1981)



Gestural score
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“pan”

time

• Input to task dynamics: activation interval of each 
gesture (Time during which its dynamical system governs the vocal 
tract). 

• Labels in boxes represent the task goal dynamical parameter



Blending of Overlapping Gestures
• Distinct Task Variables 

• Both gestures can achieve their tasks, but 
the contribution of individual articulators 
to the task will differ depending on which 
gestures are overlapping:

• For example, lip closure in “back” vs. 
“been”. 

•  Jaw is recruited to be low in “back” 
because of the low vowel   ( /ae/) and high 
in “been” because of high vowel (/ɪ/), 

• More upper lip lowering emerges in in 
“back” than in “been”. 
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Simulation in TaDA: “bin ban”TADA Synthesizer: “bin ban”

I The line specifying lip closure task is the same for both [b]s.

I ’LA’ 0 0 9 0 -2 8 1 JA = 8,UH = 5, LH = 1 100 0.01
I ’LA’ 0 34 43 0 -2 8 1 JA = 8,UH = 5, LH = 1 100 0.01

I But due to the low jaw in “ban”, the upper lip lowers more than it

does in ”bin”, and the lower lip raises more.

I This emerges automatically from synergy model.

Linguistics 285 (USC Linguistics) Lecture 13: Speech Synthesis and Task Dynamics March 4, 2014 13 / 24



TaDA: “bin ban”

TADA Synthesizer: “bin ban”

JA

LY

UY

LA

AUDIO
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Time (ms)

“ban”“bin”

Upper Teeth 
to Upper Lip

Lower Teeth 
to Lower Lip

Lip
Aperture

Jaw
Angle
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Blending of Overlapping Gestures
• Same Task Variables 

• Both gestures cannot achieve their tasks, 
because they share all the same articulators. 
There is no redundancy.

• The in TD, this causes weighted parameter 
blending.

• For example, velar stops and vowels are both 
produced using the same task variables (TBCL, 
TBCD). 

• Blending causes TBCL of /k/ to be shifted 
shifted in a back vowel context.

• TBCD of stops suppresses CD of vowel so 
complete closure is achieved

• Iskarous, McDonough & Whalen (2012) show 
that the blending parameters need to be 
language-specific.
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/k/ in “skills”

/k/ in “cutbacks”



Tada Simulation
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/k/ in “keep” /k/ in “cup”



What have we learned about constrictions as tasks ?

• Evidence supporting constrictions 

1. Constrictions (Location and Degree) are specified by formant 
frequencies and amplitudes (Iskarous, 2010)

2. Constriction information contributes to  
(automatic) speech recognition (Mitra et al., 2011)

3. Sites in the motor cortex during speaking code coordinated 
articulatory motion forming labial, coronal & dorsal constrictions 
(Chartier et al, 2019).

• Evidence supporting other task variables 

1. Role of auditory information in speech production (Houde & Jordan, 
1998)

2. Evidence for lowered F3 as goal of /r/ production (Nieto et al, 2005)

3. Patterns of neural activation in the motor cortex during listening 
code auditory patterns, not constrictions. (Cheung et al., 2016).
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Dynamic Modeling of Synergy
 (Saltzman & Munhall, 1979)

• Phonological task equations for each active task (forward 
dynamics).

• z is a vector of Task Variables [z1 z2  z3... z9]

• M, B, K are corresponding task parameters

• Iterate to compute task accelerations

• Distribute accelerations across the set of articulators that are 
part of the active synergies by computing inverse kinematics 
— how?

• Φ is a vector of  Articulator postures [Φ1 Φ2 ... Φ10]
22



Tasks and Articulators



Forward map and Jacobean
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For example, postural singularities can easily be identified
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cient, then there is a singularity at the current posture. Sim-
ilarly, an examination of the range and null of the Jacobian
provides a formal analysis of articulatory redundancy. The
Jacobian also represents su"cient information about the
kinematics to apply the Uncontrolled Manifold Method.

2.2. Kinematic model

The model we utilize in generating our data is the TAsk
Dynamic Application (TADA) (Nam et al., 2004; Nam,
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mately aimed at developing methods which can be used on
real data. Indeed, we intend to apply these methods to real
data, which we discuss in our concluding remarks (see Sec-
tion 5). The use of synthetic data is driven by the need to
evaluate the di!erential kinematic estimates. These cannot
be evaluated on real data since the relevant relationships
are not directly observable, in contrast to direct kinematics
which can be precisely measured and for which the accu-
racy can be evaluated by calculating the residual error in
task space. For synthetic data, on the other hand, the dif-
ferential kinematics are known a priori and can be used as a
standard for evaluation.

With this in mind, we also develop and demonstrate
methods for parameter tuning (i.e., model selection) and
model training that do not depend on knowing the di!eren-
tial kinematics, and therefore can be performed on real
speech data where knowledge of these aspects is not avail-
able. We also wish to emphasize that deriving estimates of
the direct and di!erential kinematics in the way we demon-
strate is completely repeatable on real articulatory data.

2.1. Direct and di!erential kinematics

Given a vector q, representing n low-level articulator
variables of the system, and a vector x, representing m

high-level task variables of the system, the relationship
between them is commonly expressed by the direct kine-
matics equation, of the form:

x ! k"q# "1#

where the function k"$# represents the forward map which
is assumed to be complex and nonlinear. It is the forward
map that we are attempting to learn from a representative
corpus of parallel example pairs of q and x.

We are particularly interested in modeling k"$# so as to
facilitate derivation of the Jacobian matrix:

J"q# !

@x1=@q1 $ $ $ @x1=@qn

..

. . .
. ..

.

@xm=@q1 $ $ $ @xm=@qn

0

BB@

1

CCA "2#

The Jacobian is a compact representation of knowledge
regarding the posture-specific 1st-order partial derivatives
of tasks with respect to articulators. It allows us to write
the di!erential kinematics equation, which relates articula-
tor velocities and task velocities in the following way:

_x ! J"q# _q "3#

Note that this equation expresses the relationship
between _q and _x as a linear transformation. This kind of
approximation allows for such an elegant mathematical
formulation of the kinematics. It also highlights why
locally-linear methods, such as LWR, are appropriate for
estimating kinematic relationships.

It is possible that further approximations, if appropri-
ate, may allow additional simplification of the mathemat-
ics. In certain applications (e.g., Cootes et al., 2001), it is
appropriate to assume that the di!erential kinematics are
globally constant. This means that the Jacobian is no
longer a function of the pose (i.e., J"q# % J and _x ! J _q).
We do not believe that this approximation is appropriate
for the speech production system, but future work may
help determine this (see Section 5).

As mentioned above (see Section 1), an understanding
of di!erential kinematics allows one to address fundamen-
tal issues of system characterization. Indeed, the Jacobian
is one of the most useful tools for characterizing systems.
For example, postural singularities can easily be identified
by examining the rank of the Jacobian. If it is rank-defi-
cient, then there is a singularity at the current posture. Sim-
ilarly, an examination of the range and null of the Jacobian
provides a formal analysis of articulatory redundancy. The
Jacobian also represents su"cient information about the
kinematics to apply the Uncontrolled Manifold Method.

2.2. Kinematic model

The model we utilize in generating our data is the TAsk
Dynamic Application (TADA) (Nam et al., 2004; Nam,
2006), an implementation of the Task Dynamic model of
articulatory control and coordination (Saltzman, 1989).
The specific articulatory model at the core of TADA is
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x=z
q=Φ

Jacobean is the partial derivative of each task variable
with respect to each articulator:   
How much does each task variable change for unit 
change in each articulator?



Forward map and Jacobean

Map from Articulators (ϕ) to tasks (z)

Map from Articulator velocity to task velocity

Map from Articulator acceleration to task 
acceleration

• How do we get the forward 
map and Jacobean?

• For CASY articulators, both 
can be analytically derived 
from geometry.

• More generally can be 
estimated from data.



• First substitute expressions from the previous slide 

Inverse kinematics



• Start with the original task equations for each task 
(forward dynamics).

• Substitute and do ta little linear algebra/calculus to get:

• J* is the “pseudoinverse” of J. W contains weights relating 
the “mass” of each articulator in each task.

• A high mass means that articulator is hard to move in 
that task.

Articulator Dynamics through inverse 
kinematics



Current Task State (x, x.)      Current Task Accelerations (x .)

Task Synergy modeling

28

Forward Dynamics

Current Artic State (a, a.)      Current Artic Accelerations (a¨)

Inverse KinematicsForward Kinematics

Integrate/solveNext Artic State

for i=2:niter  
   a(i) = (-(k/m)*x(i-1)) - (b/m)*v(i-1);
   v(i) = v(i-1)+(a(i)*dt);
   x(i) = x(i-1)+(v(i)*dt);
end

Forward dynamics

Integrate/Solve

?



Modeling Gesture kinematics

• Critically damped 2nd order 
system does not produce the 
symmetric velocity profile 
seen in real data.

• Peak velocity is too early.

• Byrd and Saltzman (1998) 
solve this by ramping gestural 
activation onsets and making 
stiffness time dependent on 
time-varying activation 
function. 

• Sorensen and Gafos (2016) 
show that this can be 
accomplished with nonlinear 
stiffness and this solution has 
other advantages.

29

5 
 

are invariant while the given gesture is active, while they simultaneously encode how the 
gesture evolves in space and time. The timing and duration of these gestures was set by hand 
initially (but see later discussion of the syllable model, as well as the "Serial Dynamics" section 
of Saltzman & Munhall, 1989). 

Since equation (1) applies at every point in time, meaning that whatever the acceleration, 
velocity, and value of LA are, their values as combined by k and LA0 must sum to 0, the 
predictions of this mathematical statement are rigorously empirically testable. Indeed, quite 
early in the development of the theory, Perrier et al. (1988) noted that the critically damped 
system's peak velocity is predicted to be achieved much earlier than it does in real movement. 
Figure 1a shows the time change in the LA task variable (top) and its velocity (bottom) in 
changing from /a/ to /p/ in a natural production (obtained from the Euclidean distance of the 
upper and lower lip sensors in articulography data), while Figure 1b shows the 2nd order 
simulation of that motion. The early achievement of the velocity maximum was therefore seen 
as a failure of the predictions of the critically-damped second-order linear dynamical system 
model for tasks.  

 

Figure 1. Comparison of lip aperture (top) and velocity magnitude (bottom) of natural data 
(a), with simulations of a linear second order system (b), a system with time-varying stiffness 
(c), and nonlinear stiffness (d). The x-axis depicts time in all cases. 

There have been two approaches to modifying the dynamical model to delay the time at which 
the magnitude of velocity (speed) peaks, one of them older and one of them fairly recent. In 
the first, Perrier et al. (1988) proposed a solution which was further developed by Kröger et al. 
(1995) and Byrd & Saltzman (1998) where the stiffness k is no longer a constant, but varies in 
time. The consequence is a gradual waxing and waning of gestures at their on- and offset, 
instead of gestures being turned on and off as step-functions. This means that a gesture's 
activation strength gradually rises and falls at its edges. Introducing time-varying stiffness leads 
to a situation of so-called non-autonomy in dynamical systems theory. Non-autonomy refers to 
the system's behavior being no longer exclusively due to the dependence of the velocity on the 



Nonlinear modeling
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statement characterizing an in!nity of trajectories. That is, regardless of initial conditions, the
way x and yD _x change must follow the pattern shown in Figure 2.

As a second example of an autonomous dynamical system, consider the damped version
of the harmonic oscillator

x!C b _x C kxD 0 (6)

with b a damping constant. For a damped system, in addition to the restoring force
F1 D ¡ kx, there is another force F2D ¡ b _x , which is a function of velocity _x . Solutions to
this system, shown in Figure 3, are oscillations that decay in amplitude due to damping and
approach a !xed point at the origin of the state space. Due to autonomy, the trajectories
never cross in the phase plane, as shown in Figure 4, keeping in mind that approaching the
!xed point is not the same as crossing. Any trajectory that is traced below or above some
other trajectory stays in that region of the phase space and this holds true for all time.

An example of a nonautonomous system is the Duf!ng oscillator (Duf!ng, 1918).

x!C b _x C x3 Da cost (7)

Figure 3. Damped harmonic oscillator displacement (solid) and velocity (dashed).

Figure 4. Damped harmonic oscillator trajectories in the phase plane.
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if x represents for example the tract variable of lip aperture, then xD 1 means that lip aper-
ture starts at the value of 1 and converges in the way shown in this plot at the target of 0,
which corresponds to lip closure. A snapshot of the phase plane, with trajectories traced
from six different initial conditions, is shown in Figure 8.

We highlight some aspects of this model that anticipate developments in the forthcoming
sections. It is useful to consider the gesture to set up a potential V x! " in which the motion of
the state x takes place. The potential exerts a restoring force that pulls x toward a !xed point
x#, the minimum of the potential (see Gafos, 2006, for basic notions). The restoring force is
the negative gradient of the potential V x! ", that is, f x! " D _x D dx6 dt D ¡rV x! ".

Thus, the potential of the gestural model in Equation (8) is

V x! "D kx26 2; (9)

where k is the stiffness of the gesture and x is displacement from the target of the gesture (cf.
Figure 9). This is the so-called harmonic potential because the harmonic oscillator and its
damped variants discussed earlier make x move in this potential. Recall that the force exerted by
this potential is one of the forces contributing to the motion of the system: F1D ¡ kx, where x
is the distance from the !xed point. The farther the displacement away from the !xed point, the
greater the restoring force (Hooke’s law; see Figure 10). This force represents elasticity. The other
force due to damping, F2 D ¡ b _x , represents viscosity. In viscous behavior, the force depends

Figure 8. Critically damped harmonic oscillator phase plane.

Figure 9. Harmonic potential.
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if x represents for example the tract variable of lip aperture, then xD 1 means that lip aper-
ture starts at the value of 1 and converges in the way shown in this plot at the target of 0,
which corresponds to lip closure. A snapshot of the phase plane, with trajectories traced
from six different initial conditions, is shown in Figure 8.

We highlight some aspects of this model that anticipate developments in the forthcoming
sections. It is useful to consider the gesture to set up a potential V x! " in which the motion of
the state x takes place. The potential exerts a restoring force that pulls x toward a !xed point
x#, the minimum of the potential (see Gafos, 2006, for basic notions). The restoring force is
the negative gradient of the potential V x! ", that is, f x! " D _x D dx6 dt D ¡rV x! ".

Thus, the potential of the gestural model in Equation (8) is

V x! "D kx26 2; (9)

where k is the stiffness of the gesture and x is displacement from the target of the gesture (cf.
Figure 9). This is the so-called harmonic potential because the harmonic oscillator and its
damped variants discussed earlier make x move in this potential. Recall that the force exerted by
this potential is one of the forces contributing to the motion of the system: F1D ¡ kx, where x
is the distance from the !xed point. The farther the displacement away from the !xed point, the
greater the restoring force (Hooke’s law; see Figure 10). This force represents elasticity. The other
force due to damping, F2 D ¡ b _x , represents viscosity. In viscous behavior, the force depends

Figure 8. Critically damped harmonic oscillator phase plane.

Figure 9. Harmonic potential.
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(only) on velocity, not on displacement (cf. McNeill, 1992, pp. 82–83). The essential point is that
both F1 and F2 are independent of time and are linear. The former property corresponds to the
autonomous versus nonautonomous distinction, which we emphasize in this section. The latter
property corresponds to the linear versus nonlinear distinction we take up in the next section.

Making use of the notion of potential, we can rewrite Equation (8), the equation of motion of
the critically damped oscillator, as the autonomous dynamical system in Equation (10).

x!C b _x Crkx26 2D 0 (10)

If gestural units are de!ned via this or some other autonomous dynamical system, then the
spatial and temporal properties of the gesture are fully determined by the parameters b, k
internal to this model (hence, intrinsic). The spatial and temporal extent is not in"uenced by
some external variable referring to time t. Thus, for example, for the model of gestures intro-
duced earlier, the gestural duration or settling time of the gesture, which in Figure 7 corre-
sponds to the time needed for displacement to go from the initial position at x0D 1 to the
!xed point at x! D 0, is a quantity that can be expressed analytically by the parameters of the
model (b, k in Equation (10)) and is independent of time t. The same holds for other tempo-
ral aspects of the gesture such as the time to peak velocity or the magnitude of the peak
velocity. All of these properties are independent of time t.

Speech involves ensembles of gestures organized in time and thus a mechanism that acti-
vates and deactivates gestures is needed. Any such mechanism is implicated in the notion of
intergestural timing. One such mechanism switches the force !eld of a gesture on and off as

x!C a t" # b _x Crkx2 6 2
! "

D 0; (11)

where a t" # is the step function

a t" #D 1; t 2 $ta; tb%
0; otherwise

;

#
(12)

which activates the gesture over some time interval (Saltzman & Munhall, 1989).
Figure 11 graphs activation over time, and Figure 12 graphs a particular solution to Equa-

tion (11), given this step pattern of activation.

Figure 10. Hooke’s law: the restoring force is a linear function of distance x from equilibrium (here
assumed to be x! D 0).
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(only) on velocity, not on displacement (cf. McNeill, 1992, pp. 82–83). The essential point is that
both F1 and F2 are independent of time and are linear. The former property corresponds to the
autonomous versus nonautonomous distinction, which we emphasize in this section. The latter
property corresponds to the linear versus nonlinear distinction we take up in the next section.

Making use of the notion of potential, we can rewrite Equation (8), the equation of motion of
the critically damped oscillator, as the autonomous dynamical system in Equation (10).

x!C b _x Crkx26 2D 0 (10)

If gestural units are de!ned via this or some other autonomous dynamical system, then the
spatial and temporal properties of the gesture are fully determined by the parameters b, k
internal to this model (hence, intrinsic). The spatial and temporal extent is not in"uenced by
some external variable referring to time t. Thus, for example, for the model of gestures intro-
duced earlier, the gestural duration or settling time of the gesture, which in Figure 7 corre-
sponds to the time needed for displacement to go from the initial position at x0D 1 to the
!xed point at x! D 0, is a quantity that can be expressed analytically by the parameters of the
model (b, k in Equation (10)) and is independent of time t. The same holds for other tempo-
ral aspects of the gesture such as the time to peak velocity or the magnitude of the peak
velocity. All of these properties are independent of time t.

Speech involves ensembles of gestures organized in time and thus a mechanism that acti-
vates and deactivates gestures is needed. Any such mechanism is implicated in the notion of
intergestural timing. One such mechanism switches the force !eld of a gesture on and off as

x!C a t" # b _x Crkx2 6 2
! "

D 0; (11)

where a t" # is the step function

a t" #D 1; t 2 $ta; tb%
0; otherwise

;

#
(12)

which activates the gesture over some time interval (Saltzman & Munhall, 1989).
Figure 11 graphs activation over time, and Figure 12 graphs a particular solution to Equa-

tion (11), given this step pattern of activation.

Figure 10. Hooke’s law: the restoring force is a linear function of distance x from equilibrium (here
assumed to be x! D 0).
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characteristic relationships between the kinematic variables of movement amplitude, peak
velocity, and movement time. These properties characterize the autonomous, damped
motion of the state in the potential of the proposed dynamical system.

Nonlinear versus linear

Equation (11) with step activation is the simplest dynamical system for discrete goal-directed
tasks. The two forces of this system are the restoring force F1 D ¡ kx and the damping force
F2 D ¡ b _x. Both of these are linear. Hence, two types of nonlinearity extend the linear system:
nonlinear damping and nonlinear restoring force. The former may introduce oscillations even
without external periodic forcing. This property is undesirable for discrete goal-directed tasks. In
the latter extension, a departure from the space of linear models is expressed in the most general
way by considering different forms of the potential function V x! " as shown here.

x!C b _x CrV x! "D 0 (16)

Any potential other than the potential of the harmonic oscillator V x! "D kx26 2 is called
anharmonic (Haken, 1973, p. 108). In this section we argue that the gesture has an anhar-
monic potential. Speci!cally, we propose that a negative quartic term introduces a correction
to the harmonic potential of Equation (9). This corrects for the short proportional time to
peak velocity of Equation (11) with step activation.

x!C b _x Cr kx26 2¡ dx46 4
! "

D 0 (17)

Figure 17 graphs the force of the revised model

F x! "D ¡rV x! "D ¡ kxC dx3 (18)

Figure 16. Change in proportional time to peak velocity for step activation (dashed) and different continu-
ous patterns of activation (solid).
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characteristic relationships between the kinematic variables of movement amplitude, peak
velocity, and movement time. These properties characterize the autonomous, damped
motion of the state in the potential of the proposed dynamical system.

Nonlinear versus linear

Equation (11) with step activation is the simplest dynamical system for discrete goal-directed
tasks. The two forces of this system are the restoring force F1 D ¡ kx and the damping force
F2 D ¡ b _x. Both of these are linear. Hence, two types of nonlinearity extend the linear system:
nonlinear damping and nonlinear restoring force. The former may introduce oscillations even
without external periodic forcing. This property is undesirable for discrete goal-directed tasks. In
the latter extension, a departure from the space of linear models is expressed in the most general
way by considering different forms of the potential function V x! " as shown here.

x!C b _x CrV x! "D 0 (16)

Any potential other than the potential of the harmonic oscillator V x! "D kx26 2 is called
anharmonic (Haken, 1973, p. 108). In this section we argue that the gesture has an anhar-
monic potential. Speci!cally, we propose that a negative quartic term introduces a correction
to the harmonic potential of Equation (9). This corrects for the short proportional time to
peak velocity of Equation (11) with step activation.

x!C b _x Cr kx26 2¡ dx46 4
! "

D 0 (17)

Figure 17 graphs the force of the revised model

F x! "D ¡rV x! "D ¡ kxC dx3 (18)

Figure 16. Change in proportional time to peak velocity for step activation (dashed) and different continu-
ous patterns of activation (solid).
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as a function of displacement. In the neighborhood of x! D 0, the linear term attracts x to x!. For
small displacement, the cubic deviation dx3 is negligible and thus the restoring force F is approx-
imately linear. As displacement increases, the nonlinear term opposes the linear restoring force,
and F bows back toward the x-axis. This revision to the linear system has a number of conse-
quences to be illustrated in the next section. It is also the simplest such revision for two reasons.
On the one hand, increasing the degree of the force polynomial to higher than cubic (higher
than quartic in the potential) contributes quantitative, not qualitative, distinctions within the
space of expanded models. The key departure from the linear model is that the restoring force is
weakened for relatively large displacements by the addition of these higher degree terms. Higher
degree corrections are inessential in qualitative terms. On the other hand, a quadratic term
in the force would give us FD ¡ kxC cx2, which is qualitatively incorrect. Whereas the point
xD k 6 c is a maximum of the potential V x" #D kx26 2¡ cx36 3, the point xD ¡ k 6 c is not a
maximum, and thus V x" # is asymmetric about x!.

The qualitative distinction at hand can also be described in terms of potential differences.
The slope of the anharmonic potential

V x" #D kx26 2¡ dx46 4 (19)

has absolute value less than the slope of the harmonic potential for all x 6$ 0 in the basin of
attraction (i.e., for 0< j x j < !!!!!!!!

k6 dp
). See Figure 18. This means that acceleration arising

from displacement is less in the anharmonic potential than in the harmonic potential.

Figure 17. Stiffness function of the nonlinear system (solid curve) as a superposition of a linear and a
cubic term (light line/curve).

Figure 18. Harmonic potential (dashed) and anharmonic potential (solid).
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The following sections evaluate the predictions of the nonlinear dynamical system of
Equation (17).

Qualitative evaluation

A qualitative indication that the nonlinear system is on the right track comes from its predic-
tions for characteristic relations among kinematic variables. Speci!cally, the nonlinear sys-
tem predicts the following:

1. Velocity pro!les are nearly symmetric, with proportional times to peak velocity close
to 0.50;

2. Amplitude and peak velocity covary nonlinearly; and
3. The ratio of peak velocity to amplitude varies inversely with movement duration (i.e.,

the shorter the duration, the greater the ratio of peak velocity to amplitude).
Evidence that these predictions are borne out in speech kinematics derives from observations
of oral and laryngeal speech gestures, as reviewed earlier. The linear system makes the !rst
prediction but not the second and third predictions, if corrected with a continuous activation
function, and makes none of the predictions otherwise.

We !rst illustrate Prediction 1, namely, that the nonlinear system predicts velocity pro-
!les that are nearly symmetric, with proportional times to peak velocity close to 0.50.
Figure 19 compares representative proportional times to peak velocity of the nonlinear
Equation (17) with that of the linear Equation (11) with step activation. When dD 0, corre-
sponding to the harmonic potential of the linear system, proportional time to peak velocity
is 0.20. When d> 0, corresponding to the anharmonic potential of the nonlinear system,
proportional time to peak velocity increases. The proportional times to peak velocity of 0.36
and 0.50 are plotted as representative examples. This is consistent with the !ndings surveyed
earlier that velocity pro!les are nearly symmetric.

Next, we illustrate Prediction 2, namely, that the nonlinear system predicts that amplitude
and peak velocity covary nonlinearly. Figure 20 plots peak velocity as a function of displace-
ment. When dD 0, corresponding to the harmonic potential of the linear system, the plot is
a line. When d> 0, corresponding to the anharmonic potential of the nonlinear system,
peak velocity undergoes soft saturation at large displacement. The predictions of both the
linear system (with or without continuous activation) and the nonlinear system are consis-
tent with the !nding that peak velocity and movement amplitude correlate positively for

Figure 19. Change in proportional time to peak velocity for step activation with dD 0 (dashed), dD 0:7k
(dotted), and dD 0:95 k (solid).
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Effect of d on velocity
Profile for step activation

d = 0 (dashed), d =. 7k (dotted), and d=.95 k (solid). 

Time-varying model 

Nonlinear model 

as a function of displacement. In the neighborhood of x! D 0, the linear term attracts x to x!. For
small displacement, the cubic deviation dx3 is negligible and thus the restoring force F is approx-
imately linear. As displacement increases, the nonlinear term opposes the linear restoring force,
and F bows back toward the x-axis. This revision to the linear system has a number of conse-
quences to be illustrated in the next section. It is also the simplest such revision for two reasons.
On the one hand, increasing the degree of the force polynomial to higher than cubic (higher
than quartic in the potential) contributes quantitative, not qualitative, distinctions within the
space of expanded models. The key departure from the linear model is that the restoring force is
weakened for relatively large displacements by the addition of these higher degree terms. Higher
degree corrections are inessential in qualitative terms. On the other hand, a quadratic term
in the force would give us FD ¡ kxC cx2, which is qualitatively incorrect. Whereas the point
xD k 6 c is a maximum of the potential V x" #D kx26 2¡ cx36 3, the point xD ¡ k 6 c is not a
maximum, and thus V x" # is asymmetric about x!.

The qualitative distinction at hand can also be described in terms of potential differences.
The slope of the anharmonic potential

V x" #D kx26 2¡ dx46 4 (19)

has absolute value less than the slope of the harmonic potential for all x 6$ 0 in the basin of
attraction (i.e., for 0< j x j < !!!!!!!!

k6 dp
). See Figure 18. This means that acceleration arising

from displacement is less in the anharmonic potential than in the harmonic potential.

Figure 17. Stiffness function of the nonlinear system (solid curve) as a superposition of a linear and a
cubic term (light line/curve).

Figure 18. Harmonic potential (dashed) and anharmonic potential (solid).
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Linear

Non-linear



Advantages of nonlinear model
• Predictions that are born out in existing data:

(1)Velocity profiles are nearly symmetric, with proportional times 
to peak velocity close to 0.50;  

(2)Amplitude and peak velocity covary nonlinearly 

(3)The ratio of peak velocity to amplitude varies inversely with 
movement duration (i.e., the shorter the duration, the greater 
the ratio of peak velocity to amplitude). 

• Time-varying model does not predict (2) or (3).

• Model retains autonomous dynamics of step-function model. No 
external time-function is necessary.

31


